Service Group Distribution Expands Product Portfolio with Vehicle Chemicals
Fullerton, California – Service Group Distribution (SGD) has announced their alliance with two
leading suppliers of vehicle chemicals. SGD has partnered with: Errecom, a supplier of air
conditioning consumables for sanitizing a vehicle’s interior and air conditioning system; and
BlueChem, the manufacturer of PowerMaxx, designed for cleaning a vehicle’s fuel and oil
systems. Both companies are certified by TUV in Europe and their products help save the
environment from harmful emissions.
SGD sales manager, Ron Lee, has been busy testing the chemicals at automotive service
locations throughout Los Angeles and has seen impressive results. “Errecom and BlueChem’s
product lines are popular in Southern California. Our extreme heat and smog conditions
demand these state-of-the-art products.”
Over time, oil residue forms a plaque in AC lines. Errecom’s Coolshot releases this plaque, giving
a cooler, efficient and smoother running AC unit. After using the one-time Coolshot AC
Performance Enhancer treatment, the vehicle delivers colder air faster, while significantly
reducing CO2 emissions. Coolshot increases cooling capacity by 20-30%, extends AC unit life by
20-30% and allows refrigerants direct contact with all internal heat-transfer surfaces.
Armando Carlos, owner of Elite Auto Masters in Pasadena, Calif. witnessed firsthand the
undeniable performance of BlueChem’s Fuel Cleaner. “While Ron (Lee) was in my sitting area
waiting to show me the BlueChem PowerMaxx line, one of my mechanics was working on a
Lexus with water in the gas tank. Three hours he tried to get that car to start and couldn’t. I told
Ron, ‘now’s your chance to sell me on your fuel cleaner’ and sure enough, that fuel cleaner
removed the harmful moisture and the car started right up."
In addition to BlueChem’s Fuel Cleaner, SGD also carries PowerMaxx Oil System Cleaner, Diesel
Common Rail System Cleaner, DPF (diesel particle filter) Power Clean and Triple X Air Intake
Cleaner.
“SGD has had a couple of busy months interviewing suppliers that can contribute to the bottom
line of our customer base,” commented Earl Mangune, SGD’s Manager Pro Tem and Director.
“These two chemical manufacturers are a great add to our current product portfolio of window
film, paint protection film and vehicle wraps.”
For more information about Service Group Distribution, Errecom, BlueChem or any of the other
products SGD offers, please call 866-320-7150 or email info@servicegroupdist.com.

